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Our Story:
Kukuza Associates™ takes cannabis companies further, faster with
a solid finance and accounting foundation. Our savvy finance
pros, esteemed members of our 25-year-old parent company’s
dream team, jump into the action to help cannabis companies
make the right finance moves and reach their greatest potential.
Kukuza has a wide range of finance solutions to get them there.
Kukuza helps companies of all sizes, from startups to established firms, in all segments
of the cannabis market. Cannabis companies, across every stage of the business
lifecycle, need us to oversee the finance team—or get one going, to run the daily
accounting, close the books or bring in strategic finance insights. While we focus on
the finance, the rest of the company can focus on the business.

Our Solutions:
• Diagnostic: Quickly diagnose the gaps in finance, accounting and operations.

Kukuza is a
RoseRyan company
providing finance
and accounting
solutions to fastmoving cannabis
companies. Our
Swahili name
means growth
and potential.

• Strategic financial advisory: Provide CFO and controller expertise to make the
right moves.
• Outsourced accounting: Create systems and processes, and provide day-to-day
accounting, cost accounting, audit prep, and ongoing support.
• Financial reporting and analysis: Dig into the numbers for key insights.
• Internal controls: Mitigate fraud and reduce business risk.
• Transaction support: Ready the company for an IPO, M&A or RTO.

About Kukuza Associates

Cannabis Segments Served:

Kukuza Associates™ LLC is a Silicon Valley-based
consulting firm dedicated to helping cannabis
businesses go further, faster with great finance
that’s steeped in sound operations. As a RoseRyan
company, we deliver strategic finance, outsourced
accounting, financial reporting and analysis, internal
controls and business transaction support for IPO
and M&A. Grow like a weed with the right financial
foundations in place with Kukuza.

The finance demands of cannabis companies are special and significant. Our expertise
with helping companies through hypergrowth and dealing with the FDA and the
regulatory world is invaluable. Finance experts who know the challenges of rapidly
moving companies become trusted partners, bringing the kind of financial discipline
that investors crave right into a company. By fulfilling a one-time finance and
accounting need or ongoing support, our team keeps the company business running
and ready for anything. Reach great heights with Kukuza.
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Learn more about our robust, flexible
solutions at www.kukuzaassociates.com
Contact:
Chris Vane
(510) 509-1454 x 104
cvane@kukuzaassociates.com

